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Abstract. We present a declarative language,PP, for the specification of pref-
erences between possible solutions (or trajectories) of a planning problem. This
novel language allows users to elegantly express non-trivial, multi-dimensional
preferences and priorities over them. The semantics ofPP allows the identifica-
tion of most preferred trajectoriesof a given goal. We provide a transformation to
logic programming with negation as failure, that allows theuse of existing logic
programming systems to solve planning problems withPP preferences.

1 Introduction
Planning—in its classical sense—is the problem of finding a sequence of actions that
achieves a predefined goal. As such, much of the research in AIplanning has been
focused on methodologies and issues related to the development of efficient planners.
To date, several efficient planning systems have been developed (e.g., see [18] for a
summary of planners that competed in the International Conference on Artificial Intel-
ligent Planning and Scheduling). These developments can beattributed to the discovery
of good domain-independent heuristics, the use of domain-specific knowledge, and the
development of efficient data structures used in the implementation of the planning
algorithms. Logic programming has played a significant rolein this line of research,
providing a declarative framework for the encoding of different forms of knowledge
and its effective use during the planning process [24].

However, relatively limited effort has been placed on addressing several important
aspects in real-world planning domains, such asplan qualityand preferences about
plans. In many real world situations, the space of feasible plans to achieve the goal is
dense, but many of such plans, even if executable, may present undesirable behavior.
In these situations, it may not be difficult to find a solution;rather, the challenge is to
produce a solution that is considered satisfactory w.r.t. the needs and preferences of
the user. Thus, feasible plans may have a measure of quality and only a subset may be
considered acceptable. These issues can be illustrated with the following example:

Example 1. It is 7 am andBob, a Ph.D. student, is at home. He needs to be at school at
8am to take his qualification exam. His car is broken and he cannot drive to school. He
can take a bus, a train, or a taxi to go to school, which will take him 55, 45, or 15 minutes
respectively. Taking the bus or the train will requireBob to walk to the nearby station,
which may take 20 minutes. However, a taxi can arrive in only 5minutes. When in need
of a taxi,Bobcan call either theMakeIt50or thePayByMetertaxi company.MakeIt50



will charge a flat rate of$50 for any trip, whilePayByMeterhas a fee schedule of$20
for the trip to school. If he takes the bus or the train, thenBob will spend only$2.
Furthermore,Bob, being a student, prefers to pay less whenever possible.

It is easy to see that there are only twofeasibleplans forBob to arrive at the school
on time for his exam: calling one of the two taxi companies. However, aPayByMeter
taxi would be preferable, asBob wants to save money.In this case, both plans are
feasible butBob’s preference is the deciding factor to select which plan he will follow.

The example demonstrates that users’ preferences play a deciding role in the choice of
a plan. Thus, we need to be able to evaluate plan components ata finer granularity than
simply as consistent or violated. In [20], it is argued that users’ preferences are likely to
be more important in selecting a plan for execution, when a planning problem has too
many solutions. It is worth noticing that, with a few exceptions, like the system SIPE-2
with metatheoretic biases [20], most planning systemsdo notallow users to specify
their preferences and to use them in finding the plans. As such, the responsibility in
selecting the most appropriate plan for their purpose restssolely on the users. It is also
important to observe thatpreferencesare different fromgoals in a planning problem;
they might or might not be satisfied by a plan. The distinctionis similar to the separation
betweenhard andsoftconstraints [3]. For instance, ifBob’s goal is to spend at most $2
to go to school, then he does not have any feasible plans to arrive at school on time.

In this paper, we will investigate the problem of integrating users’ preferences into
a logic programming-based planner. We will develop a language for the specification
of user preferences, and then provide a logic programming implementation of the lan-
guage, based on answer set programming. As demonstrated in this work, normal logic
programs with answer set semantics provide a natural and elegant framework to effec-
tively handle planning with preferences. We divide the preferences that a user might
have into different categories:� Preference about a state:the user prefers to be in a states that satisfies a property� rather than a states0 that does not satisfy it, even though both satisfy his/her goal;� Preference about an action:the user prefers to perform the actiona, whenever it is

feasible and it allows the goal to be achieved;� Preference about a trajectory:the user prefers a trajectory that satisfies a certain
property over those that do not satisfy this property;� Multi-dimensional Preferences:the user has asetof preferences about the trajec-
tory, with an ordering among them. A trajectory satisfying ahigher priority prefer-
ence is preferred over those that satisfy lower priority preferences.

It is important to observe the difference between� and in the above definitions.� is
astateproperty, whereas is a formula over the wholetrajectory(from the initial state
to the state that satisfies the given goal).

The language for the specification of user preferences is developed in successive
steps. First, we introduce a simple mechanism to deal with the first three types of prefer-
ences, calleddesires(Section 3.1). Preferences about preferences and multi-dimensional
preferences are dealt with through the use ofatomic and generalpreferences—i.e.,
chains of preferences (Section 3.2) and partial orders between collections of prefer-
ences (Section 3.3). A logic programming realization of thelanguage used to express
preferences is given in Section 4.
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1.1 Related Work
This work is a continuation and improvement of our previous work [26], in which we
rely on the prioritized default theory framework to expresspreferences between trajec-
tories in logic programming. Only a few types of preferencescan be expressed in [26].
This work is also strongly influenced by other works on exploiting domain-specific
knowledgein planning (e.g., [2, 24]), in which domain-specific knowledge is expressed
as constraints on the trajectories achieving the goal, and hence, arehard constraints.

Numerous approaches have been proposed to integrate preferences in the planning
process. Eiter et al. introduced a framework for planning with action costs using logic
programming [9]. Each action is assigned an integer cost, and plans with the minimal
cost are considered optimal. Costs can be either static or relative to the time step in
which the action is executed. [9] also presents the encodingof different preferences,
such as shortest plan and the cheapest plan. Our approach also emphasizes the use
of logic programming, but differs in several aspects. Here,we develop a declarative
language for preference representation. Our language can express all of the preferences
discussed in [9], but it is more flexible and high-level than the action costs approach.
The approach in [9] also does not allow the use of fully general dynamic preferences.
Other systems have adopted fixed types of preferences, e.g.,shortest plans [6, 4].

Out proposal has similarities with the approach based on metatheories of the plan-
ning domain [19, 20], where metatheories provide characterization of semantic differ-
ences between the various domain operators and planning variables; metatheories allow
the generation of biases to focus the planner towards plans with certain characteristics.

The problem of maintaining and managing preferences has also been investigated
in the framework of constraint programming (e.g., through soft constraints [3] or rela-
tional optimizations [11]). Constraint solving has also been proposed as the basis for
the management of planning in presence of action costs [16].

Considerable effort has been invested in introducing preferences in logic program-
ming. In [14, 7] preferences are expressed at the level of atoms and used for parsing
disambiguation in logic grammars. Rule-level preferenceshave been used in various
proposals for selection of preferred answer sets in answer set programming [5, 8, 23].

Our language allows the representation of several types of preferences, similar to
those developed in [15] for decision-theoretic planners. The main difference is that
we use logic programming while their system is probability based. Our approach also
differs from the works on using Markov Decision Processes (MDP) to find optimal
plans [22]; in MDPs, optimal plans are functions from statesto actions, thus preventing
the user from selecting preferred trajectories without changing the MDP specification.

2 Preliminary – Answer Set Planning
In this section we review the basics of planning using logic programming with answer
set semantics—Answer Set Planning (or ASP)[17]. We will assume that the effect of
actions on the world and the relationship between fluents in the world are expressed in
an appropriate language. In this paper, we will make use of the ontologies of the action
description languageB [12]. In B, an action theory is defined over two disjoint sets—
the set of actionsA and the set of fluentsF; an action theory is a pair(D; I), whereD is a set of propositions expressing the effects of actions, the relationship between
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fluents (also called static causal laws), and the executability conditions of actions;I is
a set of propositions representing the initial state of the world. For example, the action
of calling a taxi has the effect of the taxi arriving, and it isrepresented inB as follows:all taxi causestaxi arrived:
Realistically, one has to have enough money to call a taxi. This is expressed inB by the
proposition: all taxi executableif has enough money:
The semantics of an action theory is given by the notion of astate—a consistent set of
fluent literals1 that satisfies the relationship between fluents —and atransition function� that specifies the result of the execution an actiona in a states, denoted by�(a; s). A
trajectoryof an action theory(D; I) is a sequences0a1s1 : : : ansn wheresi’s are states,ai’s are actions, andsi+1 2 �(si; ai+1) for i 2 f0; : : : ; n � 1g. A states satisfies a
fluent literalf , denoted bys j= f , if f 2 s. This is extended over the propositional
connectives to defines j= ' where' is a fluent formula. Since our main concern in
this paper is not the language for representing actions and their effects, we omit here
the detailed definitions ofB. They can be found in [12].

A planning problem is specified by a triplehD; I;Gi, where(D; I) is an action
theory andG is a fluent formula (a propositional formula based on fluent literals) rep-
resenting the goal. A possible solution tohD; I;Gi is a trajectorys0a1s1 : : : amsm,
wheres0 j= I andsm j= G. In this case, we say that the trajectory achievesG.

Answer set planning [12, 17] solves a planning problemhD; I;Gi by translating it
into a logic program�(D; I;G) consisting ofdomain-dependentrules that describeD,I , andG anddomain-independentrules that generate action occurrences and represent
the transitions between states. Besides the planning problem,�(D; I;G) requires an
additional parameter: the maximallengthof the trajectory that the user can accept. The
two key predicates of�(D; I;G) are:� holds(f; t) – the fluent literalf holds at the time momentt; and� o(a; t) – the actiona occurs at the time momentt.holds(f; t) can be extended to defineholds(�; t) for an arbitrary fluent formula, which
states that� holds at the timet. Details about the program�(D; I;G) can be found in
[25, 17]. The key property of the translation ofhD; I;Gi into�(D; I;G) is that it en-
sures that each trajectory achievingG corresponds to an answer set [13] of�(D; I;G),
and each answer set of�(D; I;G) corresponds to a trajectory achievingG.

Theorem 1. [25] For a planning problemhD; I;Gi with a consistent action theory(D; I) and the maximal plan lengthn,

(i) if s0a0 : : : an�1sn is a trajectory achievingG, then there exists an answer setM of �(D; I;G) such that:(a) o(ai; i) 2 M for i 2 f0; : : : ; n � 1g and (b)si = ff j holds(f; i) 2Mg for i 2 f0; : : : ; ng.
(ii) if M is an answer set of�(D; I;G), then there exists an integer0 � k � n
such thats0a0 : : : ak�1sk is a trajectory achievingG, whereo(ai; i) 2 M for0 � i < k andsi = ff j holds(f; i) 2Mg for i 2 f0; : : : ; ng.

1 A fluent literal is a fluentf or its negation:f . A fluent formula is a propositional formula over
fluent literals.
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Answer sets of the program�(D; I;G) can be computed using answer set solvers such
assmodels[21], dlv [10], cmodels[1], or jsmodels[27].

3 A Language for Planning Preferences Specification
In this section, we introduce the languagePP for planning preference specification.
Let hD; I;Gi be a planning problem, with actionsA and fluentsF; letFF the set of all
fluent formulae.PP ’s specifications are defined as special formulae constructed over
A andF of (D; I). We subdivide preferences in different classes:basic desires, atomic
preferences (or chains), andgeneral preferences.

3.1 Basic Desires
A basic desire is a formula expressing a preference about a trajectory. For example,
Bob’s basic desire is to save money; this implies that he prefersto use the train or the
bus to go to school, which in turn means that a preferred trajectory for Bob should
contain the actiontake bus or take train. This preference could also be expressed
by a formula that forbids the fluenttaxi arrived to become true in every state of the
trajectory. These two alternatives of preference representation are not always equivalent.
The first one represents the desire of leaving a state by a specific group of actions
while the second one represents the desire of being in certain states. Basic desires are
composed ofstate desireandgoal preference. They are defined next.

Definition 1 (State Desire).A (primitive) state desire is either a formula', where' 2 FF , or a formula of the formo(a), wherea 2 A.

Intuitively, a state desire describes a basic user preference to be considered in the con-
text of a specific state. A state desire' implies that we prefer a states such thats j= '.
A state desireo(a) implies that we prefer to leave the states using the actiona. In
many cases, it is also desirable to talk about the final state of the trajectory. We call this
a goal preferenceand it is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Goal Preference).A goal preferenceis a formula of the formgoal('),
where' is a formula inFF .

We are now ready to define a basic desire that expresses an user’s preference over the
whole trajectory. As such, in addition to the propositionalconnectiveŝ ;_;:;), we
will also use the temporal connectivesnext, always, until , andeventually.

Definition 3 (Basic Desire Formula).A Basic Desire Formulais defined as follows:� '—if ' is a goal preference;� '—if ' is a state desire;� if '1; '2 are basic desire formulae, then the following are basic desire formulae:'1 ^ '2, '1 _ '2, :'1, next('1), until ('1; '2), always('1), andeventually(').
Only formulae satisfying these conditions are considered to be basic desire formulae.

To express thatBob’s would like to take the train or the bus to school, we can write:
eventually(o(take bus) _ o(take train)):

On the other hand, to express the desire thatBobdoes not want to call a taxi:
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always(:o(all taxi)):
Alternatively, we could write: always(:taxi arrived):
We note that this alternative might not reflect the same preference as the last one does.

The definition above is used to develop formulae expressing adesire regarding the
structure of trajectories. In the next definition, we will specify when a trajectory satisfies
a basic desire formula. In a later section, we will present logic programming rules that
can be added to the program�(D; I;G) to compute trajectories that satisfy a basic
desire. In the following definitions, given a trajectory� = s0a1s1 � � � ansn, the notation�[i℄ denotes the trajectorysiai+1si+1 � � � ansn.

Definition 4 (Basic Desire Satisfaction).Let � = s0a1s1a2s2 � � � ansn be a trajec-
tory, and let' be a basic desire formula.� satisfies' (written as� j= ') iff� ' = goal( ) andsn j=  � ' =  2 FF ands0 j=  � ' = o(a) anda1 = a� ' =  1 ^  2 and� j=  1 and� j=  2� ' =  1 _  2 and� j=  1 or � j=  2� ' = : and� 6j=  � ' = next( ) and�[1℄ j=  � ' = always( ) and8(1 � i � n) we have that�[i℄ j=  � ' = eventually( ) and9(1 � i � n) such that�[i℄ j=  � ' = until ( 1;  2) and 9(1 � i � n) such that8(1 � j < i) we have that�[j℄ j=  1, and�[i℄ j=  2.
Definition 4 allows us to check whether a trajectory satisfiesa basic desire. This will
also allow us to compare trajectories. Let us start with the simplest form of trajectory
preference, involving a single basic desire.

Definition 5 (Ordering between Trajectories w.r.t. A SingleBasic Desire).Let' be
a desire formula and let� and� be two trajectories. The trajectory� is preferred to
the trajectory� (denoted by� �' �) if � j= ' and� 6j= '.

We say that� and� are indistinguishable (denoted by� �' �) if one of the two
following cases occurs:(i) � j= ' and� j= ', or (ii) � 6j= ' and� 6j= '

Whenever it is clear from the context, we will omit' from �' and�'. We will
also allow a weak form of single preference:

Definition 6 (Weak Single Desire Preference).Let' be a desire formula and let�; �
be two trajectories. The trajectory� is weakly preferred to� (denoted as� �' �) iff
either� � � or � � �.

Proposition 1. The relation�' defines a partial order over the trajectories.

These definitions are expressive enough to represent a significant portion of preferences
that frequently occur in real-world domains. Since some of them are particularly impor-
tant, we will introduce some syntactic sugars to simplify their description:� (Strong Desire) given the desire formulae'1; '2, ('1 < '2) denotes'1 ^ :'2.
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� (Weak Desire) given the desire formulae'1; '2, ('1 <w '2) denotes'1 _ :'2.� (Enabled Desire) given two actionsa1; a2, we will denote witha1 <e a2 the for-
mula exeutable(a1) ^ exeutable(a2) ) o(a1) < o(a2). This can be ex-
tended to include disjunction of actions on each side of the formula.

We can prove some simple properties of these syntactic sugars.

Lemma 1. The relation<w over the set of desire formulae is transitive.

Definition 7 (Most Preferred Trajectory w.r.t. A Basic Desire). A trajectory� is a
most preferred trajectoryw.r.t. a basic desire', if there is no trajectory� s.t.� �' �.

Example 2.We continue with the theory in Example 1 but enrich it with an action,
calledbuy coffee, which allowsBob to have coffee. He can do it only at the station
though. To say thatBobprefers to have some coffee before he takes the exams, we can
write: goal(havecoffee). Any plan satisfying this preference requires thatBobstops at
the station before going to school.

3.2 Atomic Preferences and Chains
Basic desire formulae allow users to specify their preferences and can be used in se-
lecting trajectories that satisfy them. From the definitionof a basic desire formula, we
can assume that users always have a set of desire formulae andthat their desire is to
find a trajectory that satisfies all formulae. In many cases, this proves to be too strong,
and results in situations where no preferred trajectories can be found. For example,time
andcostare often two criteria that a person might have when making a travel plan. This
two criteria are often in conflict, i.e., transportation method that takes little time often
costs more. It is very unlikely that the user can get a plan that can satisfy both criteria.
Consider again Example 1, it is obvious thatBobcannot have a plan that costs him only
$2 and still allows him to be on-time. To address this problem, we allow a new type
of formulae that we callatomic preferencewhich represents an ordering between basic
desire formulae.

Definition 8 (Atomic Preference).An atomic preference formulais a formula of the
form'1 � '2 � � � �� 'n (n � 1) where'1; : : : ; 'n are basic desire formulae.

The intuition behind an atomic preference is to provide an ordering between differ-
ent desires—i.e., it indicates that trajectories that satisfy the desire'1 are preferable to
those that satisfy'2, etc. Observe that basic desire formulae are special cases of atomic
preferences (n = 1). We now extend the definitions of� and� to compare trajectories
with respect to atomic preferences.

Definition 9 (Ordering Between Trajectories w.r.t. Atomic Preferences).Let �; �
be two trajectories, and let	 = '1 � '2 � � � �� 'n be an atomic preference formula.� �; � are indistinguishable w.r.t.	 (denoted by� �	 �) if 8(1 � i � n) we have

that� �'i �.� � is preferred to� w.r.t. 	 if 9(1 � i � n) such that(a) 8(1 � j < i) we have
that� �'j �, and(b) � ��i �.

We will say that� �	 � if either� �	 � or � �	 �.
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We can show that this version of� is a partial order (with� as underlying equivalence).

Proposition 2. Let	 be an atomic preference; then�	 is a partial order.

We will say that a trajectory� is most preferred if there is no other trajectory that is
more preferred than�.

Example 3.Let us continue with the theory in Example 2. To simplify the represen-
tation, we will assume that each action is associated with a degree of safety. We will
also writebus, train, or taxi1, andtaxi2 to say thatBob takes the bus, train, taxi with
PayByMeteror MakeIt50company, respectively. The following is a desire expressing
thatBobprefers to get the fastest possible way to go to school:time = always(taxi1 _ taxi2 <e bus _ train _ walk)
On the other hand, when he is not in a hurry,Bobprefers to get the cheaper way to go
to school: ost = always(walk _ bus _ train <e taxi1 _ taxi2)
These two preferences can be combined into an atomic preferencetime� ost or ost� time:
The first one is more appropriate forBobwhen he is in a hurry while the second one is
more appropriate forBobwhen he has time. The trajectory� = s0 walk s1 bus s2 is
more preferred than the trajectory� = s0 all taxi(PayByMeter) s01 taxi1 s02 with
respect to the preferenceost� time, i.e.,� �ost�time �. However,� �time�ost �.

3.3 General Preferences
In this section, we will define the most general case of preference formulae. A general
preference is constructed from atomic preferences using the propositional connectives:;_;^;) and the ordering connective�.

Definition 10. (General Preferences) A general preference formula is a formula satis-
fying one of the following conditions:� an atomic preference	 is a general preference;� given	1 and	2 general preferences, then	1 ^ 	2, 	1 _ 	2, 	1 ) 	2 and:	1

are general preferences;� given a collection of general preferences	1; 	2; : : : ; 	k, then	1�	2� � � ��	k
is a general preference.

In the next definition, we extend the definitions of� and� to compare trajectories
with respect to a general preference.

Definition 11 (Ordering Between Trajectories w.r.t. General Preferences).Let	 a
general preference and�; � two trajectories.� The trajectory� is preferred to� (� �	 �) if:� 	 is an atomic preference and� �	 �� 	 = 	1 ^ 	2, � �	1 � and� �	2 �� 	 = 	1 _ 	2 and: (i) � �	1 � and� �	2 �; or (ii) � �	2 � and� �	1 �;

or (iii) � �	1 � and� �	2 �� 	 = :	1 and� �	1 � or � �	1 �
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� 	 = 	1 � � � �� 	k, and there exists1 � i � k such that:(i) 8(1 � j < i) we
have that� �	j � , and(ii) � �	i �.� The trajectory� is indistinguishable from the trajectory� (� �	 �) if:

– 	 is an atomic preference and� �	 �
– 	 = 	1 ^ 	2, � �	1 �, � �	2 �.
– 	 = 	1 _ 	2, � �	1 �, and� �	2 �.
– 	 = :	1 and� �	1 �.
– 	 = 	1 � � � �� 	k, and for all1 � i � k we have that� �	i �.

Proposition 3. Let	 be a general preference. Then�	 is an equivalence relation.

Lemma 2. Let 	 be a general preference. If� �	 � and � �	  then� �	 .
Similarly, if� �	 � and� �	  then �	 .

Proposition 4. Let	 be a general preference. Then�	 is a transitive relation.

Corollary 1. The relation�	 is a partial order (with�	 as base equivalence).

A trajectory� is most preferred if there is no trajectory that is more preferred than�.

Example 4.Let us continue with the theory in Example 3. Assume that the safest trans-
portation mode is either thetrain or the expensiveMakeIt50cab. The preferencesafety = always(train _ walk _ taxi2 <e bus _ taxi1)
to say thatBobprefers to move around using the safest transportation mode. Further, he
prefers safety over time and cost, so we writesafety � (time ^ ost).
4 Computing Preferred Trajectories
In this section, we address the problem of computing preferred trajectories. Given a
planning problemhD; I;Gi and a preference formula', we are interested in finding
a preferred trajectory� for '. Notice that becausê;:;_ are used in construction of
preference formulae, without the lost of generality, we canassume that we only have
one preference formula. We will show how this can be done in answer set programming.
We achieve that by encoding each basic desire' as a set of rules�' and developing
two sets of rules�sat and�pref . �sat checks whether a basic desire is satisfied by
a trajectory.�pref consist of rules that, when used with themaximal construct of
smodelswill allow us to find a most preferred trajectory with respectto a preference
formula. As�(D; I;G) has already been discussed in Section 2 we will begin with
defining�'.

4.1 Encoding of Desire Formulae
The encoding of a desire formula is similar to the encoding ofa fluent formula in [24].
First, each basic desire formula' will be associated with a unique namen'. The set�' is defined as follows.� If ' = goal(�) then�' = r� [ fgoal(n�)g;� If ' is a fluent formula then�' = r' [ fdesire(n')g;� If ' = o(a) then�' = fdesire(n'); happend(n'; a)g;
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� If ' = '1 ^ '2 then�' = �'1 [�'2 [ fdesire(n'); and(n'; n'1 ; n'2)g;� If ' = '1 _ '2 then�' = �'1 [�'2 [ fdesire(n'); or(n'; n'1 ; n'2)g;� If ' = :� then�' = �� [ fdesire(n'); negation(n'; n�)g;� If ' = next(�) then�' = �� [ fdesire(n'); next(n'; n�)g;� If ' = until ('1; '2) then�' = �'1[�'2[fdesire(n'); until(n'; n'1 ; n'2)g;� If ' = always(�) then�' = �� [ fdesire(n'); always(n'; n�)g;� If ' = eventually(�) then�' = �� [ fdesire(n'); eventually(n'; n�)g.
4.2 �sat – Rules for Checking of Basic Desire Formula Satisfaction
We now present the set of rules that check whether a trajectory satisfies a basic desire
formula. Recall that an answer set of the program�(D; I;G) will contain a trajectory
where action occurrences are record by atoms of the formo(a; t) and truth value
of fluent literals is represented by atoms of the formholds(f; t), wherea 2 A, f
is a fluent literal, andt is a time moment between0 and length. �sat defines the
predicatesatisfy(F; T ) whereF andT are variables representing a basic desire and
a time moment, respectively. Intuitively,satisfy(F; T ) says that the basic desireF is
satisfied by the trajectory starting from the time momentT . They are defined based on
the structure ofF . Some of the rules of�sat are given next.satisfy(F; T ) desire(F ); goal(F ); satisfy(F; length): (1)satisfy(F; T ) desire(F ); happend(F;A); o(A; T ): (2)satisfy(F; T ) desire(F ); formula(F ); holds(F; T ): (3)satisfy(F; T ) desire(F ); and(F; F1; F2); satisfy(F1; T ); satisfy(F2; T ): (4)satisfy(F; T ) desire(F ); until(F; F1; F2); during(F1; T; T1); satisfy(F2; T1): (5)satisfy(F; T ) desire(F ); always(F;F1); during(F1; T; length+1): (6)satisfy(F; T ) desire(F ); next(F;F1); satisfy(F1; T + 1): (7)during(F1; T; T1) T < T1 � 1; desire(F1); satisfy(F1; T ); during(F1; T + 1; T1): (8)during(F1; T; T1) T = T1 � 1; desire(F1); satisfy(F1; T ): (9)satisfy(F; T ) desire(F ); negation(F; F1); not satisfy(F1; T ): (10)

In the next theorem, we prove the correctness of�sat. We need some additional no-
tation. LetM be an answer set of the program�(D; I;G). By �M we denote the
trajectorys0a0 : : : an�1sn, where� o(ai; i) 2M for i 2 f0; : : : ; n� 1g and� si = ff j holds(f; i) 2Mg for i 2 f0; : : : ; ng.
Furthermore, for a trajectory� = s0a0 : : : an�1sn, by��1 we denote the setfo(ai; i) j i 2 f0; : : : ; n� 1g [ fholds(f; i) j f 2 si; i 2 f0; : : : ; ng:
We can prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Let hD; I;Gi be a planning problem and' be a basic desire formula. For
every answer setM of�(D; I;G), we have that�M j= ' iff �' [�sat [ (�M )�1 j=satisfy(n'; 0).
This theorem allows us to compute a most preferred trajectory using smodels. Let�(D; I;G; ') be the program consisting of the�(D; I;G) [�' [�sat and the rulemaximizefsatisfy(n'; 0) = 1; not satisfy(n'; 0) = 0g: (11)
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Notice that rule (11) means that answer sets in whichsatisfy(n'; 0) holds are more
preferred than those in whichsatisfy(n'; 0) does not hold. This is exactly whatsmod-
els does: it will first try to compute answer sets of� in which satisfy(n'; 0); only
when no answer set with this property exists, other answer sets are considered. We have
the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let hD; I;Gi be a planning problem and' be a basic desire formula. For
every answer setM of�(D; I;G; '), �M is a most preferred trajectory w.r.t.'.

The above theorem gives us a way for computing a most preferred trajectory with re-
spect to a basic desire. We will now generalize this approachto deal with general pref-
erences using themaximize function of smodels. The intuition is to associate to the
different components of the preference formula aweight; these weights are then used
to obtain a weight for each trajectory (based on what components of the preference for-
mula are satisfied by the trajectory). Themaximize function ofsmodelscan be used to
handle these weights and guide the search of the preferred trajectory. In general, let	
be a general preference. We will develop aweight function, developed byw	 , which
maps each trajectory to a number and satisfies the following properties:(*) if � �	 �
thenw	 (�) > w	 (�), and(**) if � �	 � thenw	 (�) = w	 (�).
A weight function satisfying the two properties (*)-(**) iscalled anadmissibleweight
function. Obviously, ifw	 is admissible, we have the following theorem.

Proposition 5. Let 	 be a general preference formula. If� is a trajectory such thatw	 (�) is maximal, then� is a most preferred trajectory w.r.t.	 .

Proof. Letw	 (�) be maximal. Assume that there exists� such that� �	 �. It follows
from the admissibility ofw	 (from (*)) thatw	 (�) > w	 (�), which contradicts the
hypothesis thatw	 (�) is maximal. 2
The above theorem implies that we can compute a most preferred trajectory using
smodelsif we can implement an admissible weight function.

4.3 Computing An Admissible Weight Function
Let 	 be a general preference. We will now show how an admissible weight functionw	 can be built in the bottom-up fashion. We begin with basic desires.

Definition 12 (Basic Desire Weight).Let' be a basic desire formula and let� be a
trajectory. The weight of the trajectory� w.r.t. the desire' is a function defined asw'(�) = �1 if � j= '0 otherwise

The next proposition shows that for a basic desire', w' is admissible.

Proposition 6. Let' be a basic desire. Thenw' is an admissible weight function.

The weight function of an atomic preference is defined on the weight function of basic
desires occurring in the preference as follows.

Definition 13 (Atomic Preference Weight).Let = '1�'2� � � ��'k be an atomic
preference formula. The weight of a trajectory� w.r.t. is defined as follows:w (�) =Pkr=1(2k�r � w'r (�))

11



The next proposition shows that the weight function for atomic preference is also an
admissible one.

Proposition 7. Let = '1 � '2 � � � � � 'k be an atomic preference. Thenw is an
admissible weight function.

We are now ready to define an admissible weight function w.r.t. a general preference.

Definition 14 (General Preference Weight).Let 	 be a general preference formula.
The weight of a trajectory� w.r.t.	 (w	 (�)) is defined as follows:

– if 	 is an atomic preference then the weight is defined as in definition 13.
– if 	 = 	1 ^ 	2 thenw	 (�) = w	1(�) + w	2(�)
– if 	 = 	1 _ 	2 thenw	 (�) = w	1(�) + w	2(�)
– if 	 = :	1 thenw	 (�) = max(	1) � w	1(�) wheremax(	1) represents the

maximum weight that a trajectory can achieve on the preference formulae	1.
– if 	 = 	1 � 	2 thenw	 (�) = kXr=1(max(	2)� w	1(�) + w	2(�))

We prove the admissibility ofw	 in the next proposition.

Proposition 8. If 	 is a general preference, thenw	 is an admissible weight function.

Propositions 6-8 show that we can compute an admissible weight functionw	 bottom-
up from the weight of each basic desire occurring in	 . We are now ready to define
the set of rules�pref (	) which consists of the rules encoding	 and the rules encod-
ing the computation ofw	 . Similar to the encoding of desires, we will assign a new,
distinguished namen� to each preference formula�, which is not a desire2, occur-
ring in 	 and encode the preferences in the same way we encode the desires. To save
space, we omit here the details of this step.�pref (	) define two predicates,w(p; n)
andmax(p; n) wherep is a preference name andn is the weight of the current trajec-
tory with respect to the preferencep. w(p; n) (resp.max(p; n)) is true if the weight
(resp. maximal weight) of the current trajectory with respect to the preferencep is n.

1. For each desired,�pref (d) contains the rulesw(d; 1) satisfy(d): (11)w(d; 0) not satisfy(d): (12)max(d; 2) (13)

2. For each atomic preference� = '1 � '2 � � � � � 'k , �pref (�) consists of[kj=1�pref ('k) and the next two rules:w(n�; S) w(n'1 ; N1); w(n'2 ; N2); : : : ; w(n'k ; Nk); S = �k1 2k�rNr:(14)max(n�; 2k+1 + 1) (15)

2 This is because we can use the names and encodings of the desires that has been developed in
the previous section.
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3. For each general preference	 ,
– if 	 is an atomic preference then�pref (	) is defined as in the previous item.
– if 	 = 	1 ^ 	2 or 	 = 	1 _ 	2 then�pref (	) consists of�pref (	1) [�pref (	2) and rulesw(n	 ; S) w(n	1 ; N1); w(n	2 ; N2); S = N1 +N2: (16)max(n	 ; S) max(n	1 ; N1);max(n	2 ; N2); S = N1 +N2: (17)

– if 	 = :	1 then�pref (	) consists of�pref (	1) and the rulesw(n	 ; S) w(n	1 ; N);max(n	1 ;M); S =M + 1�N: (18)max(n	 ; S) max(n	1 ;M); S =M + 1: (19)

– if 	 = 	1 � 	2 then�pref (	) consists of�pref (	1) [�pref (	2) and rulesw(n	 ; S) w(n	1 ; N1);max(n	2 ;M2); w(n	2 ; N2); S =M2 �N1 +N2: (20)max(n	 ; S) max(n	1 ; N1);max(n	2 ; N2); S = N2 �N1 +N2 + 1: (21)

The next theorem proves the correctness of�pref (	).
Theorem 4. LethD; I;Gi be a planning problem and	 be a general preference. Then,
for every answer setM of �(D; I;G), we have that�pref (	) [ �sat [ (�M )�1 j=w(n	 ; w) iff w	 (�M ) = w.

The above theorem implies that we can compute a most preferred trajectory by (i)
adding�pref (	) [�sat to�(D; I;G) and (ii) computing an answer setM in whichw(n	 ; w) is maximal. Since we do have only one value to maximize, this can be imple-
mented in thesmodelssystem using themaximizecommand. It is worth noting that the
“weak–constraint”feature ofdlv (also implemented injsmodels) can provide a more
direct implementation for computing a most preferred trajectory.

4.4 Some Examples of Preferences inPP
We will now present some preferences that are common to many planning problems.
Let hD; I;Gi be a planning problem. In keeping with the notation used in the previous
section, we use' to denoteG (i.e.,' = G).
Preference for shortest trajectory: formula based encoding. Assume that we are
interested in trajectories achieving' whose length is less than or equaln. A simple
encoding that allows us to accomplish such goal is to make useof basic desires. Bynexti(') we denote the formula:next(next(next � � � (next| {z }i (')) � � �))
Let us define the formula�i(') (0 � i � n) as follows:�0(') = ' �i(') = Vi�1j=0 :nextj(') ^ nexti(')
Finally, let us consider the formulashort(n; ') defined asshort(n; ') = �0(')� �1(')� �2(')� � � �� �n(')
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Proposition 9. Let � be a most preferred trajectory w.r.t.short(n; '). Then� is a
shortest length trajectory satisfying the goal'.

Preference for shortest trajectory: action based encoding. The formula based en-
codingshort(n; ') requires the boundn to be given. We now present another encoding
that does not require this condition. We introduce two additional fictions actionsstop
andnoop and a new fluentended. The actionstop will be triggered when the goal
is achieved;noop is used to fill the slot so that we can compare between trajectories;
the fluentended will denote the fact that the goal is achieved. Again, we appeal to the
users for the formal representation of these actions. Furthermore, we add the condition:ended to the executability condition of any actions in(D; I) and to the initial stateI .
Then we can encoded the condition of shortest length trajectory, denoted byshort, asalways((stop _ noop) <e (a1 _ : : : _ ak))
wherea1; : : : ; ak are the actions in the original action theory.

Proposition 10. Let� be a most preferred trajectory w.r.t.short. Then� is a shortest
length trajectory satisfying the goal'.

Cheapest Plan.Let us assume that we would like to associate a cost(a) to each actiona and determine trajectories that have the minimal cost. Since our comparison is done
only on equal length trajectories, we will also introduce the two actionsnoop andstop
with no cost and the fluentended to record the fact that the goal has been achieved.
Further, we introduce the fluenttotal ost to denote the cost of the trajectory. Initially,
we set the value oftotal ost to 0 and the execution of actiona will increase the value
of total ost by (a). The preference

goal(total ost(m))� goal(total ost(m+ 1)) : : :� goal(total ost(M))
wherem andM are the estimated minimal and maximal cost of the trajectories, respec-
tively. Note that we can havem = 0 andM = maxf(a) j a is an actiong� length.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a novel declarative language, calledPP, for the specification
of preferences in the context of planning problems. The language nicely integrates with
traditional action description languages (e.g.,B) and it allows elegant encoding of com-
plex preferences between trajectories. The language provides adeclarativeframework
for the encoding of preferences, allowing users to focus on the high-level description
of preferences (more than their encoding—as in the approaches based on utility func-
tions).PP allows the expression of complex preferences, including multi-dimensional
preferences. We also demonstrated thatPP preferences can be effectively and easily
handled in a logic programming framework based on answer setsemantics.

The implementation of the required cost functions in thejsmodelssystem is almost
complete, and this will offer us the opportunity to validateour ideas on large test cases.
We also intend to explore the possibility of introducing temporal operators at the level
of general preferences. These seem to allow for very compactrepresentation of various
types of preferences; for example, a shortest plan preference can be encoded simply as:

always((o(stop) _ o(noop)) � (o(a1) _ : : : _ o(ak)))
if a1; : : : ; ak are the possible actions.
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Appendix – Proofs3

Proposition 1. The relation�' defines a partial order over the trajectories.

Proof. Let us proof the three properties:

1. Reflexive:given a trajectory�, we have that either� j= ' or� 6j= �; this allows us
to easily conclude that� �' �;

2. Anti-symmetry:consider two trajectories�; � and let us assume that� �' � and� �' �. First of all, we can observe that from� �' � we have either� � �
or � � �. If � � � then this means that� j= ' and� 6j= '. But this would
automatically imply that� 6� �. Then we must have that� � �.

3. Transitivity: consider three trajectories�1; �2; �3 and let us assume�1 �' �2 ^ �2 �' �3
Let us consider the case of�. From�1 � �2 we have that�1 j= ' and�2 6j= '. In
turn, since�2 � �3 then this means�3 6j= '; this allows us to conclude�1 � �3.
If instead we have that�1 � �2, then either�1 j= ' ^ �2 j= ' or�1 6j= ' ^ �2 6j='. In the first case, since�2 j= ' we must have that�3 6j= '. Thus, we have�1 j= ' ^ �3 6j= ' that implies�1 � �3. If instead we have the second possibility,
then since�2 6j= ', we must have�2 � �3 and�3 6j= '. This allows us to conclude
that�2 � �3 and thus�2 � �3. 2

Proposition 2. Let	 be an atomic preference; then�	 is a partial order.

Proof. Let us analyze the three properties.

– Reflexivity:Consider a trajectory�. It is fairly easy to see that� �	 �, which leads
to � �	 �.

– Antisymmetry:Let � �	 � and� �	 �. Let us assume, by contradiction, that� �	 �. This means that there is a value ofi such that,8(1 � j < i) we have that� �'j � and� �'i �. But this implies that� �'j � for j < i and� 6�'i �,
which ultimately means� 6�	 �, contradicting the initial assumptions.

– Transitivity: let�1; �2; �3 be trajectories such that�1 �	 �2 ^ �2 �	 �3
Let us consider the possible cases arising from the first component:� if �1 �	 �2 and�2 �	 �3 then we can conclude�1 �	 �3 and then�1 �	�3.� if �1 �	 �2 and�2 �	 �3, then we know that8(1 � j � n) then�1 �'j �2,

and there isi such that8(1 � k < i) we have that�2 �'k �3 and�2 �'i �3.
This last formula in particular implies�2 j= 'i and�3 6j= 'i. But since�1 �'i�2, then�1 j= 'i. Putting all together we get8(1 � k < i)(�1 �'k �3 and�1 �'i �3. All this implies�1 �	 �3.

3 Proofs are included to facilitate the reviewing process; they will removed from the final version
of the paper, if accepted.
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Proposition 3. Let 	 be a general preference formula. Then�	 is an equivalence
relation.

Proof. Let us prove the result by structural induction on	 .
Base:if 	 is an atomic preference, then the result derives directly from proposition 2.
Inductive Step:let us consider the possible cases for	 .

Let 	 = 	1 ^ 	2. Reflexivity and Symmetry are obvious. If�1 �	 �2 and�2 �	�3, then we have�1 �	1 �2, �1 �	2 �2, �2 �	1 �3, �2 �	1 �3. By inductive
hypothesis, we�1 �	1 �3 and�1 �	2 �3, �1 �	 �3.

Let	 = 	1 _ 	2. The proof is the same above.
Let	 = :	1. Reflexivity and symmetry is obvious. Let us now consider�1 �	 �2

and�2 �	 �3. From the definition we have that�1 �	1 �2 and�2 �	1 �3. From the
inductive hypothesis we have�1 �	1 �3 and thus�1 �	 �3.

Let 	 = 	1 � � � � � 	k. Reflexivity and symmetry are obvious from the inductive
hypothesis. Let us consider�1 �	 �2 and�2 �	 �3. From the definition this means
that 8(1 � i � k) we have that�1 �	i �2 and�2 �	i �3. From the inductive
hypothesis we get�1 �	i �3. This allows us to conclude�1 �	 �3. 2
Lemma 3. Let	 be a general preference formula. If� �	 � and� �	  then� �	.

Similarly, if� �	 � and� �	  then �	 .

Proof. let us prove the result by structural induction on	 .
If 	 is an atomic preference, and	 = '1 � � � �� 'k then from� �	 � we obtain

that9(1 � i � k) such that

– 8(1 � j < i)(� �'j �)
– � �'i �

Furthermore, from� �	  we obtain that8(1 � j � k)(� �'j ). Since�'j are
all equivalence relations, we obtain that8(1 � j < i)(� �'j ; furthermore, since� �'i �, then� j= 'i and� 6j= 'i. Since� �'i  then necessarily we have also that 6j= 'i. This allows us to conclude that� �	 .

The case where� �	  is analogous.

Let us consider the case of	 = 	1 ^ 	2. Since� �	 � then we have� �	1 �
and� �	2 �. Furthermore,� �	  implies� �	1  and� �	2 . From the inductive
hypothesis we have� �	1  and� �	2 , which leads to� �	 .

The case where� �	  is analogous.

Let us consider the case of	 = 	1 _ 	2. From� �	 � we have three possible
cases:

1. � �	1 � and� �	2 �. In this case, since� �	  implies� �	1  and� �	2 ,
then we have� �	1  and� �	2 . This implies� �	 .

2. � �	1 � and� �	2 �. From� �	  we obtain� �	1  and� �	2 . Since�	2
is an equivalence relation, we can infer� �	2 . Furthermore, from the inductive
hypothesis we obtain� �	1 . These two conclusions lead to� �	 .

3. � �	2 � and� �	1 �. This case is symmetrical to the previous one.
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The case where� �	  is analogous.

Let us consider the case where	 = :	i. From� �	 � we obtain� �	1 �. Since� �	  implies� �	1 , from inductive hypothesis we can conclude �	1 � and
ultimately� �	 .

The case where� �	  is analogous.

Let us consider the case of	 = 	1 � � � �� 	k. ¿From the definition of� �	 � we
obtain that there exists1 � i � k such that

– 8(1 � j < i)(� �	j �)
– � �	i �

Furthermore, from� �	  we obtain that8(1 � j � k)(� �	j ). Since�	j are all
equivalence relations, then we have that8(1 � j < i)(� �	j ). Furthermore, from
the inductive hypothesis, from� �	i � and� �	i  we can conclude� �	i . This
finally leads to� �	 .

The case where� �	  is analogous. 2
Proposition 4. Let	 be a general preference formula. Then�	 is a transitive relation.

Proof: Let us prove the result by structural induction on	 .
The base case corresponds to	 being an atomic preference. We have already proved

in proposition 2 that�	 is transitive for any atomic preference	 .
Let us now consider the other possible cases for	 .

– let 	 = 	1 ^ 	2 and let�1 �	 �2 and�2 �	 �3.
From the definition we have that�1 �	1 �2, �1 �	2 �2, �2 �	2 �3, and�2 �	2�3.
From the inductive hypothesis we have�1 � 	1�3 and�1 � 	2�3. This implies�1 � 	�3.

– let 	 = 	1 _ 	2 and let�1 �	 �2 and�2 �	 �3.
Let us consider the possible cases that can arise:
1. �1 �	1 �2 and�1 �	2 �2.

If we have that�2 �	1 �3 and�2 �	2 �3, then by inductive hypothesis we
obtain�1 �	1 �3 and�1 �	2 �3. This leads to�1 �	 �3.
If we have that�2 �	1 �3 and�3 �	2 �3, then from inductive hypothesis
we get�1 �	1 �3 while from lemma 3 we obtain�1 �	2 �3. This leads to�1 �	 �3.
If we have that�2 �	2 �3 and�3 �	1 �3, then from inductive hypothesis
we get�1 �	2 �3 while from lemma 3 we obtain�1 �	1 �3. This leads to�1 �	 �3.

2. �1 �	1 �2 and�1 �	2 �2.
If we have that�2 �	1 �3 and�2 �	2 �3, then from inductive hypothesis and
from lemma 3 we obtain�1 �	1 �3 and�1 �	2 �3.
If we have that�2 �	1 �3 and�2 �	2 �3, then from inductive hypothesis we
obtain�1 �	1 �3, while from the properties of�	2 we obtain�1 �	2 �3.
If we have that�2 �	2 �3 and�2 �	1 �3, then from inductive hypothesis we
obtain�1 �	2 �3, while from the properties of�	1 we obtain�1 �	1 �3.
In all the three cases we can conclude�1 �	 �3.
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3. the case where�1 �	2 �2 and�1 �	1 �2 is analogous to the previous one.
– Let 	 = :	1 and let�1 �	 �2 and�2 �	 �3.

From the definition we have�2 �	1 �1 and�3 �	1 �2. From the inductive
hypothesis we obtain�3 �	1 �1 which implies�1 �	 �3.

– Let 	 = 	1 � � � �� 	k and let�1 �	 �2 and�2 �	 �3.
From�1 �	 �2 we obtain that there exists1 � i � k such that� 8(1 � j < i)(�1 �	j �2)� �1 �	i �2
Similarly we can find a1 � i0 � k with similar properties for�2 �	 �3.
If i < i0 then from the fact that�	j are equivalence relations, we can conclude that8(1 � j < i)(�1 �	j �3). Furthermore, from lemma 3 and from�1 �	i �2 and�2 �	i �3, we can conclude�1 �	i �3. This leads to�1 �	 �3.
If i > i0, we have that� 8(1 � j < i0)(�1 �	j �3) (since�	j are equivalence relations)� since�1 �	i0 �2 and�2 �	i0 �3, from lemma 3 we obtain�1 �	i0 �3.
This leads to�1 �	 �3.
Finally, if i = i0, then� 8(1 � j < i)(�1 �	j �3)� since�1 �	i �2 and�2 �	i �3, from the inductive hypothesis we obtain�1 �	i �3.
This also leads to�1 �	 �3. 2

Proposition 5. Let = '1 � '2 � � � � � 'k be an atomic preference formula. Thenw is an admissible weight function.

Proof. Let �1; �2 be two trajectories. Let us start by assuming�1 � �2. According
to the definition, this means that9(1 � i � k) such that

– 8(1 � j < i)(�1 �'j �2)
– �1 �'i �2

¿From Proposition 6 we have that�1 �'j �2 impliesw'j (�1) = w'j (�2). This
leads to i�1Xr=1(2k�r � w'r(�1)) = i�1Xr=1(2k�r � w'r (�2))
In addition, since�1 �'i �2, then we also have that1 = w'i(�1) > w'i(�2) = 0.
Thus, we havePkr=1(2k�r � w'r(�1)) =Pi�1r=1(2k�r � w'r(�1)) + 2k�i +Pkr=i+1(2k�r � w'r(�1)) >Pi�1r=1(2k�r � w'r(�1)) + 2k�i � 1 �Pi�1r=1(2k�r � w'r(�1)) +Pkr=i+1(2k�r � w'r(�2)) =Pkr=1(2k�r � w'r(�2))
For similar reasons, it is also easy to see that�1 � �2 impliesw (�1) = w (�2). 2
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Proposition 6. Let	 be a general preference formula. Thenw	 is an admissible weight
function.

Proof. Let us prove the result by structural induction on	 . Let �; � be two arbitrary
trajectories.

Let us consider the case where	 is an atomic preference. The result has been proved
in proposition 7.

Let us consider the case where	 = 	1 ^ 	2. If � �	 � then this implies� �	1 �
and� �	2 �. ¿From the inductive hypothesis this leads tow	1(�) > w	1(�) andw	2(�) > w	2(�)
But this clearly impliesw	 (�) = w	1(�) + w	2(�) > w	1(�) + w	2(�) = w	 (�)
The situation is analogous if we consider the case of� �	 �.

Let us consider the case where	 = 	1 _ 	2. From� �	 � we have three possible
cases:

1. � �	1 � and� �	2 �; in this case, from the inductive hypothesis we can obtainw	1(�) > w	1(�) andw	2(�) > w	2(�). This allows us to concludew	 (�) = w	1(�) + w	2(�) > w	1(�) + w	2(�) = w	 (�)
2. � �	1 � and� �	2 �. ¿From the inductive hypothesis we obtainw	1(�) > w	1(�)

Also, from the inductive hypothesis we obtainw	2(�) = w	2(�)
This leads tow	 (�) = w	1(�) + w	2(�) > w	1(�) + w	2(�) = w	 (�)

3. � �	2 � and� �	1 �. This case is analogous to the previous one.

If we start from� �	 �, then from the definition we have� �	1 � and� �	2 �.
From the inductive hypothesis this meansw	1(�) = w	1(�) andw	2(�) = w	2(�)
which clearly implies thatw	 (�) = w	1(�) + w	2(�) = w	1(�) + w	2(�) = w	 (�)
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Let 	 = :	1. If � �	 �, then this means� �	1 �; from the inductive hypothesis
this leads tow	1(�) > w	1(�). From this we can obtain thatw	 (�) = max(	1)� w	1(�) > max(	1)� w	1(�) = w	 (�)
If we have� �	 �, then from the definition this means� �	1 �. From the inductive
hypothesis we havew	1(�) = w	1(�) and thusw	 (�) = w	 (�).

Let us consider the case	 = 	1 � 	2 and let us assume� �	 �. There are two
possible cases that can occur:

1. � �	1 � and� �	2 �: in this case by inductive hypothesis we obtainw	1(�) =w	1(�) andw	2(�) < w	2(�). This leads tow	 (�) = max(	2)�w	1(�)+w	2(�) => max(	2)�w	1(�)+w	2 (�) = w	 (�)
2. � �	1 �; in this case from the inductive hypothesis we obtainw	1(�) < w	1(�).

Furthermore, we clearly have thatmax(	2) � w	2(�). Thusw	 (�) = max(	2)� w	1(�) + w	2(�) �max(	2)� (w	1(�) + 1) + w	2(�) =max(	2)� w	1(�) + (max(	2) + w	2(�)) >max(	2)� w	1(�) + w	2(�) =w	 (�)
Let us now consider the case� �	 �. From the definitions this means that� �	1 �

and� �	2 �. From the inductive hypothesis we havew	1(�) = w	1(�) andw	2(�) =w	2(�). From the definition of the cost we clearly havew	 (�) = w	 (�). 2
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